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White 

I have to say as a blind person myself I just find the idea of identical twins quite a puzzling 

idea, so just how identical are you? 

 

Michael 
I think visually, from the last point at which we saw each other, we were very identical.  I 

mean we started growing apart sort of when we were 18 but up till then we were visually 

identical pretty much and people had very – they found it very hard to tell us apart. 

 

White 
I suppose that’s quite an interesting idea in itself – that you don’t actually know if you’re still 

as identical as you were. 

 

Dan 
Well that is true, obviously because we’ve done different disciplines over the last four years 

we’ve grown apart in our interests but before then it was 18 years spent every minute of 

every day together – we did the same things at school, same hobbies and were virtually 

inseparable until about 18. 

 

Michael 

I think our dad’s the only person in the world that can actually tell us apart from our voices 

and everyone else still struggles. 

 

White 



And actually that’s one of the things that happens on radio quite often – people say we can’t 

do this because these two people they sound rather similar.  Well in your case there’s no way 

of doing this interview without you sounding similar is there? 

 

Dan 
No, no there isn’t. 

 

White 
And what about physically – I mean do you have very much the same physical 

characteristics? 

 

Michael 
I think we’re very, very similar, I think Daniel’s had a bit more of a stressful degree that I had 

so his hairline might be receding a bit quicker than mine.  Daniel might be an inch taller than 

me – he’s overtaken me over the last couple of years, he’s a minute older as well so he’s 

entitled to the rations. 

 

White 
But you could be said over the past three of four years to have taken being identical rather far 

couldn’t you? 

 

Dan  

Yeah,I think one part of our story is the fact that we have got an identical genetic blueprint 

and anything that would happen to Michael, if it was a genetic problem, I would have exactly 

the same genes and the likelihood of something happening to me is more or less the same. 

 

White 
Right.  Let me just help listeners catch up a bit and then we’ll move on because you’re 

listening there to Dan and Michael Smith and their story is an extraordinary one.  They’re 

now both 22, they have over the past four years both lost most of their sight to a rare 

hereditary condition – Leber’s Optic Neuropathy.  But they’ve also, since the onset of their 

blindness, both achieved excellent degrees, they’ve planned and changed careers, raised 

thousands of pounds for charity.  One of them has taken part in the Paralympics and both 

apparently have faced this lifetime lived within four years with extraordinary equanimity.  So 

how have they done it and would they now like a rather quieter year?  I’ve come to visit them 

at their house in North London. 

 

Michael, let me start with you because you were affected first weren’t you, when studying for 

a medical degree. 

 

Michael 
That’s correct. 

 

White 
What happened? 

 

Michael 

It must be four years when I was realising a huge aberration in my left eye and I put this 

down to possibly needing glasses.  You always remember about these instances that happen 

when you scrutinise all the events that summer but I just remember playing cricket as normal, 



standing out there to bat and someone bowling a pretty rapid delivery to me and it just 

toppled me and the bowler ran up to me and he said:  “What happened, there what happened 

there?”  And I said:  “I just didn’t see it, I just didn’t see it.”  I didn’t understand what was 

going on.  I started university but things just rapidly went downhill within the first month and 

I left Bart’s and the London Medical School on 19
th

 November 2009, it would have been, my 

vision sort of collapsed in early 2010. 

 

White 
So it all happened very fast really. 

 

Michael 
Oh we’re talking sort of six weeks to where it became from where I felt like I had a huge 

amount of sight or I guess relatively good vision to no – not very much vision at all. 

 

White 
And Dan, initially for you, you were just experiencing this as a rather horrified spectator? 

 

Dan 
Oh yeah I was standing on the side-lines first of all but I remember vividly walking up to a 

fresher’s event at Bristol University and I took a call off my dad and my dad never phones me 

only if something’s up or something needs to be done.  And he just said:  “We’ve got a slight 

problem here.”  And knowing my dad obviously a slight problem’s a bit – something was 

obviously going wrong and he said:  “Yeah Michael’s been rushed to Moorefield’s.”  And 

obviously then I go oh right yeah, this might be a two month sort of break from university 

and there might be like a tear in a muscle in his eye or something but little did I know that my 

brother had lost 70 to 80% of his vision at that point, so yeah it was very distressing. 

 

White 

Right, I mean what did it mean in terms of university for example? 

 

Michael 
It got to the stage where I had my nose to a page and I couldn’t physically read anything 

anymore.  Due to the intense nature of a medical degree I had to pull out straightaway.  But it 

became very clear to me that whilst my vision was sliding off a cliff, five or six senior 

doctors couldn’t diagnose it, it became immediately obvious to me that this was probably a 

more permanent condition to be honest. 

 

White 
And clearly people can imagine how – what a shock that would be to you but Dan, what 

strikes me, is you had a different kind of thing which is at some point quite soon you knew 

this might happen to you? 

 

Dan 
Yes, when Michael was diagnosed my dad said:  “Michael’s got an identical twin brother” to 

our consultant who’s one of the world leaders in Leber’s and he just thought about it for a bit 

and he just said:  “Right, let’s call him in.”  And all I took away from that afternoon was I 

need to be vigilant, so I took away this little triangular isometric piece of paper and every 

week I would have to test my left and right eye on this, so I used to do it in the library all the 

time.  But obviously because we’ve got an identical genetic makeup you have to be realistic 

with yourself and say yeah there’s a good chance that blindness could be round the corner. 



 

Michael 
I think the worst part about it was in Greek mythology it’s likened to the sword of Damocles, 

this condition, so Daniel knew he had the gene but it’s just essentially a time bomb because 

he knows it’s there and he’s preparing himself for it but emotionally it’s very difficult and he 

knows that sword is going to drop off – to drop out the sky on to his head basically. 

 

White 
And I think Dan it was you that I heard describe, when you did discover that you’d got it, this 

idea, which I must admit on a programme like In Touch you do tend to get used to the issue 

of loss of sight, but what you described was this business of losing a bit more every night – of 

being scared to go to sleep because… 

 

Dan 
Yeah it was essentially a thief in the night.  And there’d be just chunks – the nature of the 

condition is one eye crashes and then it transfers into your other eye.  So obviously with one 

eye perfect you can get around fine and you’ve still got 100% vision but because one eye 

crashes very quickly in the space of two weeks every day you wake up out of bed and there’s 

a drum kit at the back of my bedroom and I used to be able to read the letters and then every 

single day you sit up and look at this drum kit and I couldn’t read the letters as well.  And 

over two weeks I couldn’t see the drum kit anymore, so it was that rapid. 

 

Michael 
Yeah I think it was very – mentally – debilitating for Dan because he could see that was 

happening to me and he knew it was going to happen to him, so mentally he became more 

timid every day, he didn’t want to drink alcohol or go to smoky places because he thinks that 

everything – when he walks down the street – could potentially trigger this off. 

 

Dan 
And my consultant said to me there are five triggers – one being alcohol, one being smoking, 

one being trauma to the head etc. etc.  So in the end you want to wrap yourself up in cotton 

wool and say well I don’t want to go out and put myself at risk.  But it’s not a way to live 

so… 

 

Michael 
Well I just said to Daniel you can’t tread on eggshells for these years, if it’s going to happen 

it’s going to happen you can’t live like a hermit for the next couple of years. 

 

White 
And what I also found fascinating was the way you described that initially of course Dan you 

were the one who could see and Michael had lost a lot of his sight, you were helping him.  

The situation then reversed didn’t it Michael because you were the experienced blind person. 

 

Michael 
That’s right, yeah.  I think there was a lot of times where we both became very frustrated at 

each other and there was a lot of times where I guess he didn’t really understand my 

limitations and I’d always think – not maliciously – but I said there’s a likelihood that this 

will happen to you, you’ve got to realise how tough it’s going to be.  So I think when Dan 

described losing his sight he said it was a very good thing because the mental pressure being 

relieved off him and I felt that at that point I could take over and sort of guide him through 



the initial processes.  But we had to wade through mountains of paperwork initially but that 

was all in place for Daniel when it happened, so it allowed for a much smoother transition, he 

didn’t have to take a year out. 

 

White 
But you had only yourself been blind for, what, about a year? 

 

Michael 
Eighteen months. 

 

White 
Eighteen months, when you were doing this? 

 

Michael 
Yes that’s right.  I actually remember very vividly the phone call – I had a very similar phone 

call from my dad and I was in India at the time volunteering and my dad just phoned me and 

he says – I said:  “How’s everything at home?” And he said:  “It’s going really badly here.”  

And if you speak to my dad he’s not a very emotional man and for him to say something like 

that – I remember that plane journey home and I was just bolt upright in my seat, sort of very 

upset by the issue that Daniel was going through the same thing as I have because I wouldn’t 

wish it on anyone really. 

 

White 
You see I do identify quite strongly with your parents here because I have a blind brother, so 

this was not the same as your parents experience because you had grown and you were adults 

and this came out of the blue but for them it was two blind children – one, and then being told 

this can’t happen again, it was a million to one chance and then having another blind child.  

And we, rather like you, seemed to bounce through life doing to them surprisingly well but 

for them this was just out of the blue – how can this happen and how can it happen twice. 

 

Michael  

Yeah it was two bolts out of the blue really and I think it was very hard for them because – 

it’s very reducing for them because they don’t really understand our limits in that sense and 

how… 

 

White 
I have to tell you they never will because my mum, bless her, never really got it. 

 

Dan 
Yeah because of the nature of the condition it’s come down through the maternal line – my 

mum still finds it very difficult to accept that it was – she still finds it to be her fault and of 

course it’s not her fault, it was just a very random occurrence.  So there are tears a lot of the 

time and she still feels very frustrated by it all.  But my dad’s been a pillar strength and I’ve 

only seen him overcome by emotion only once or twice, he’s been very strong for us. 

 

White 
And yet to an outsider it would seem that you both hardly broke your stride.  You didn’t 

leave university, either of you, you didn’t go into decline, you don’t seem to have grieved, 

although how would anyone outside yourselves know.  How did you both, do you think, do 

that in that way? 



 

Dan 
I think it was very important to stay at university.  I think one of the biggest things in our 

rehabilitation and the thing that divided our household was my mum said:  “You should stay 

at home, it’s a better environment, you can eat well, you’re surrounded by support.”  But our 

philosophy was we want to go out, we want to see our friends.  It was two different 

philosophies but when I lost my sight I just said right, even though I might be staying at 

university in a very limited capacity I want to be at university, I want to immersed in it all 

and keeping busy was our coping mechanisms. 

 

Michael 

Yeah I think it was quite I guess ironic but I learnt about this condition as one of our – at 

medical school, in my second term of medical school it was in our rare diseases module and I 

was losing my eyesight at the time and I remember nudging my friend, my very good friend 

Henry, on the arm I said:  “Imagine if I had that.”  We just joked because I was just suffering 

eyesight problems at the time.  As soon as the doctor laid the diagnosis down, it’s a very rare 

condition, I knew everything about it and I looked at it as a scientist, I looked at it as a 

medical student, I understood the physiological implications and how it will manifest and I 

think that’s one thing that helped me progress very quickly with it because I understood what 

was happening. 

 

White 
And I say you didn’t break stride but you did both have to change your degrees didn’t you? 

 

Michael 
Daniel kept on with aeronautical engineering because it hit him sort of halfway through his 

degree but I started a medical degree and then I just wanted to get into education as quickly 

as possible because I thought it’s the best way to rehabilitate by learning accessible 

technology, by being busy, by making loads of mistakes and you learn from those.  So I 

thought I would venture on to something that I would enjoy, something that I did very well at 

at A Levels and that was geography and King’s College were absolutely incredible.  There’d 

never had one visually impaired person in the whole of Strand Campus at King’s College, 

London, which amazed me at the start but one thing they were amazing about was the fact 

that they said we’ve no experience but we’ll do everything in our power.  And that is a very 

refreshing thing and something that I needed because they said what do you need and I said I 

don’t know what I need because I haven’t done this before. 

 

Dan 
The [indistinct words] with my university, once you feel like they want you to do feel and 

you feel supported then that’s every excuse for you to do well.  They had never had a visually 

impaired engineer at Bristol before and so many adjustments went in over the building – step 

[indistinct word] markings, new equipment, new software, new hardware, all new safety 

things in the labs  - but they made it work. 

 

Michael 
And there was none of that at King’s and as I said to King’s – you’ve got to put all this in 

because it’s being done at Bristol and they said, we can’t do it it’s a Grade II listed building.  

So I got my support worker to go and take a picture of the Royal Courts of Justice and all the 

accessible technologies there and I said, this is a Grade II listed building, so they’ve put in 



about £170,000 of infrastructure and development at King’s and this year four new blind 

students have joined King’s, which I’m really proud about actually. 

 

White 
But I am intrigued because a lot of people, both former and present students, will be listening 

to this thinking – I couldn’t get that done and I struggled, people contact us about not being 

able to get the right equipment and so forth.  You’ve both had this similar experience, in a 

way, I just wonder if you know why you think you managed to get such a response. 

 

Dan 
Well I think there was an element of we had to give people hell at the start because it was in 

our own interest to give them hell. 

 

Michael 

I think they could tell that I really meant business when I went in because I think Daniel’s 

blueprint for his support at Bristol were the ones that I had implemented at King’s.  And at 

first at King’s I just made my face known in the department, i.e. I set up a meeting 

individually with every single lecturer in the department, so everyone knew me.  I chose to 

become the student representative.  But all these things were done, so… 

 

White 
Were you givers of hell before this happened to you or did it make you givers of hell, if you 

see what I mean, when things weren’t…? 

 

Michael 
I think it was the trigger for us to be the givers of hell.  But yeah I think sometimes people – 

they don’t mean to be unhelpful and they don’t mean to not put things in place but sometimes 

they are so caught up or oblivious to the situation that you need just to turn up at their office 

with the Head of Department and say this is absolutely not good enough. 

 

White 
How much do you think being identical twins and so close anyway helped?  I mean one 

problem with losing your sight I imagine – I say that because I was born blind – is that you 

think however sympathetic people are nobody really understanding.  Well in your case 

perhaps somebody does really understand because you’ve gone through the same experience 

at more or less the same age in much the same timeframe. 

 

Dan 
It was sort of bitter sibling rivalry before we lost our sight, we always wanted to outdo each 

other because I think an identical twin is that there’s no better person to benchmark yourself 

against in the world than your identical twin brother and if he does two hours practise doing 

x, y and z you have to beat him and do three hours practise.  So we grew much closer when 

we lost our sight and Michael became a massive support source to me and now we still 

probably like phone each other a couple of times a day just to touch base and just discuss 

anything that’s how to get round things.  So we’ve grown closer as brothers. 

 

Michael 
It definitely helps, I think it’s a double edged sword really because we both offer each other 

support but it is a bitter rivalry at the best of times… 

 



White 
So are you competing with each other to be successful blind people? 

 

Michael 
I think passively. 

 

Dan 
We’re always [indistinct words]… 

 

Michael 
Exactly, we’re always observing each other to see how each one’s getting on and we’re 

always giving each other tips but we don’t want either one to fall behind of each other and 

you’ve got to always keep yourself en pointe to keep up with this guy because he’s always 

going at 100 miles per hour. 

 

White 
And would you visualise that as carrying on throughout your lives because you’re still very 

young, I mean your lives could go in any direction couldn’t they? 

 

Dan 

Yeah I think that was an element when we did lose our sight of we want to now succeed 

because we want to show everyone around us that we still can.  I think the most frustrating 

element about this is that if I got drunk and got hit by a bus and took some injury from that 

that’s rational because that was self-inflicted but having had something happen to us which is 

completely out of our control is the most frustrating part of this all.  So a part of our success 

really is to really show others, to maybe our parents and our friends, that we can be 

successful and we can be normal – dare I say it. 

 

White 
You have done one or two things separately.  Michael, there’s been the little matter of the 

Paralympics hasn’t there – how did that come about? 

 

Michael 
I think sport was a massive part of our lives before and I think immediately what struck me 

was that I wouldn’t be able to run, I wouldn’t be able to independently do sport ever again 

and that was the ignorant attitude of someone who didn’t really immerse themself with 

observing Paralympic sport and things before that.  And I had a very, very helpful teacher at 

school who I did a huge amount of sport with before and she just said – we can still run.  And 

she googled it and we were able to run down the Thames every day – I used to go into school 

just after I lost my sight and it was a way of me, mobility wise, increasing my confidence.  

And then we looked into a bit further and I said – well I love football – I’m a massive Arsenal 

fan, I used to play it for university at Bart’s, I used to play it for school to quite a high level 

and then I thought there must be something out there.  So I looked into blind football and I 

joined London – I e-mailed them and I joined London Middlesex and the Home Counties 

Blind Football Team.  And from there I put in a few good performances in the National Blind 

Premier League and that propelled me up to the England development squad which 

eventually led to the England senior squad, otherwise known as Team GB. 

 

White 
Right, so within two years of losing you were playing for the team? 



 

Michael 
Yeah it was a fantastic set up, it was incredibly professional, all the training sessions up in 

Hereford all funded by the FA, it was a great thing.  But… 

 

White 
So what about you then Dan, was it just you were so pathetically slow going blind that you 

weren’t in time for the Paralympics? 

 

Dan 
Something along the lines of that.  I think I was so immersed in the situation – that’s my 

excuse. 

 

White 
Have you taken up sport now? 

 

Dan 
Well recently we took part in the blind world tennis championships down in Roehampton, at 

the Lawn Tennis Association, so that was really good fun, playing a sport that’s not a 

Paralympic sport but it’s a sport that’s come from Japan and is really accessible to blind 

people. 

 

Michael 
And we absolutely love it, it’s a fantastic sport and… 

 

Dan 
Yeah we had Paralympic cycling trials up with Paralympics GB and Paralympic cycling up in 

Manchester as well.  So… 

 

White 
So that could be the next thing – you could both be cycling. 

 

Michael 
Potentially yeah.  We’ve got some goals in terms of fitness wise, going forward to Rio, that 

we have to achieve but these things are all on the boil, as it were, and we’re trying to have a 

look at them. 

 

White 
Now those first couple of years were a complete roller coaster of publicity for you because 

obviously it was an extraordinary story and I can see that you could be swept along with that.  

I imagine the past year, in a way, isn’t that the year in which you’ve perhaps both had to say 

this is for keeps now and people aren’t constantly knocking on our door saying – this 

extraordinary thing that’s happened to you – but it is the way it’s going to be for the rest of 

our lives, has that in a way been more difficult to deal with or not? 

 

Michael and Dan 
I think so.  At the time it was very whirlwind – we had 20 messages in our inboxes every day 

requesting media appearances on Dutch Channel 5 and BBC Radio 5, BBC Radio 2 – we had 

so many requests for media attention and we were all over the papers. 

 



News clip 
Now to an extraordinary story about twin brothers.  They’re called Michael and Dan Smith.  

They were both independently enjoying university life when Michael first noted changes to 

his vision… 

 

Michael  
And then all of a sudden that really dropped off a cliff and so they we were – we’re still blind 

and we still have degrees to complete… 

 

White 
And jobs to get. 

 

Michael  

Yeah and today’s news… 

 

Dan 

I thought it was quite painful when the cameras and the journalists go away you’re still 

visually impaired and you’re in that world, you’re still in the visually impaired world and we 

were very lucky to have that media exposure because it did aid as a distraction from it all.  

But when you’re back in the real world, so to speak, yeah it is pretty painful and you’ve got 

to pull yourself out of bed every morning and go and fight for another day. 

 

Michael 

Yeah because people – people just see the headlines, even friends, because it was doing the 

rounds on social media, they just see that and they just see that you’re doing fantastically and 

when they bump into you they give you a slap on the back and they say – well done Mike 

you’re doing amazingly – and then they don’t see you for the rest of the year or things like 

that.  And they don’t really understand the day-to-day implications of sight loss really. 

 

White 
I mean are there – are there moments – have there been moments this year just past when 

you’ve said – Alright, okay, we’ve done that now, that was fun, we’ve had all that publicity, 

can we go back to normal now? 

 

Michael  
We do have links with a charity now and with the help of all that publicity we’ve been able to 

help quite a few other people, there’s quite a few other people that have been through our 

condition and through other conditions being able to come to Blind and Business and the 

success story is that they’ve been able to get jobs now and it’s transformed their lives and 

that’s very rewarding when you can say that money that we earned by sitting on the BBC 

Breakfast sofa through that publicity has changed someone’s life and that’s incredibly 

rewarding. 

 

White 
Okay, back to you as individuals because despite being identical twins I guess you do regard 

yourselves as individuals.  What do you most disagree about? 

 

Michael  
Women. 

 



Dan 

No. 

 

White 
No Michael you can develop that theme. 

 

Michael 
No comment. 

 

White 
You said women very hastily, what about their attitudes to you say since you’ve lost your 

sight? 

 

Michael 
It’s a really interesting question and one we – I guess we talk about quite a bit actually.  And 

I think it has changed although it was a very noticeable shift in the amount of attention we 

were getting but I think… 

 

White 
Well up or down, because… 

 

Michael 
Up – up massively. 

 

White 
But was it the kind of attention you wanted, as it were? 

 

Michael 
I think there was a certain amount of – I’ve seen a couple of girls over the last two years who 

found potentially the harsh realities of sight loss very hard to deal with.  So there’s the 

attention of the Paralympics and all this media attention, which is fantastic, they think it’s 

incredibly interesting at first and then once you spend more time with them they realise… 

 

Dan 
How debilitating… 

 

Michael 
How debilitating sight loss is and it’s very hard to deal with and it’s sometimes something 

that a very young woman doesn’t want to be doing at that stage.  That sounds very blunt but 

that seemed the way it was.  A very close friend was saying that to me recently – two of those 

people that you saw found it incredibly difficult to come to terms with and then in the end it 

all ends in tears. 

 

White 
So you mean initially girls might find it quite fascinating – interesting…? 

 

Dan 
Yeah they go all this is a bit different and once the novelty of it all wears off then oh this guy 

can’t drive me to the cinema or whatever it is, just do those small menial tasks and then they 

realise oh this wasn’t as romantic as I thought it was.  So I would sort of disagree with the 



fact that it’s been positive, I would say nowadays with social media and the fact that a lot of 

it’s about status and how you look outside, sometimes girls our age don’t want to be 

associated with someone who’s visually impaired. 

 

Michael 
Because things like blindness and disability and the implications of disability are very alien to 

someone our age and in the circles we mix with potentially as well, so if it’s something very 

alien to them they don’t know how to deal with it.  But I think in terms of the media attention 

I guess there was a fallout from that in terms of we got quite a bit of attention straight after 

that and then again it’s fallen off.  But I’ve met a really nice girl at work who saw straight 

past it, it was incredibly refreshing, I told her my story and she said – amazing story but I 

don’t feel sorry for you at all.  And no one has said that to me and as soon as she said that I 

was like just completely taken aback by it… 

 

White 
That’s very liberating isn’t it? 

 

Michael 
Yeah, very, very liberating – very liberating and it never becomes a factor whenever we 

speak and we’ve been together for seven months now and it’s never become a factor at all in 

the relationship which is great. 

 

Dan 
I still err on the side of cynicism and I’m always waiting for a girl to just get bored of it all.  

So yeah I’ve still got the old guard up, so I think young girls and people our age now it’s all a 

bit still too alien for them and they are all nice people out there but in this day and age, where 

it’s all about image, you can’t help but be cynical about it all sometimes. 

 

White 
I mean there is a theory that – and maybe it’s easier for males because some women tend to 

be perhaps more naturally sympathetic, maybe even want to mother you and that’s a way into 

a relationship – neither of you have mentioned that. 

 

Michael 
Things that happened to me – a friend said to me women will like it because they’re 

inherently much more caring… 

 

Dan 
And maternal. 

 

Michael 
Yeah much more maternal and I think that – it was definitely a factor for me in terms of I felt 

that a lot of them took great care of me, half don’t want to be associated with it but half 

seemed very caring about it. 

 

Dan 
I haven’t been in a relationship since sight loss because I feel it’s very important for me to 

concentrate on myself and having the emotional mess, dare I say, of a relationship I would 

feel quite scared of and when you’re emotionally quite fragile you don’t want the possible 



rocky ground of a relationship on the side as well.  So I’ve wanted to protect myself in a way.  

But it’s not to say if the right one didn’t come along I would… 

 

Michael 
Jump at it. 

 

Dan 
… jump at it. 

 

White 
So you may still get taken by surprise? 

 

Dan 
Who knows yeah, who knows yeah. 

 

Michael 
We live in hope. 

 

White 
Michael and Dan, thank you both very much indeed.  And from producer Cheryl Gabriel and 

me, Peter White, we’ll join you again in 2014. 

 


